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POST-PRECIPITATION IN WASTEWATER
TREATMENT
Sakari Välimaa & Matti Pietarila
Välimaa, S. & Pietarila, M. 1984. Post-precipitation in wastewater treatment.
Publications of the Water Research Institute, National Board of Waters, Fin
land, No. 58.
The effects of chemical unit floccuiation time and intensity on removal ef
ficiency jo post-precipitation plant (precipitant aluminium suiphate) were stud
ied. Also, the effect of the flow rate, precipitant dosage and nitrification in
biological unit on the removal efficiency of the chemical unit were studied and
the changes in zeta potential of wastewater colloids in post-precipitation were
measured. A test was performed to operate the post-precipitation piant bio
logical unit as a simultaneous-precipitation one (ferrosuiphate), and resuits
were coliected from post-precipitation plants operating in Finland. The effect
of flocculation factors on removal result in the parameter regulation range
studied turned out to be small. Good results were achieved with first stirrer
rotation speed 20—28 r min—1 (G value 42—60 s1) and second stirrer ro
tation speed 10—14 r min—1 (G value 15—21 s’) and total residence time
10—30 min. Due to nitrification in biological unit and the precipitant, pH of
wastewater occasionally sank so low that phosphorus reduction was consider
ably impaired and occasionaiiy altogether stopped. Simultaneous precipitation
enabied a reduction in post-recipitation plant precipitant costs.
Index words: Flocculation, post-precipitation, wastewater treatment, velocity
gradienr.
1. INTRODUCTION
By post-precipitation is meant a two-stage method
of wastewater treatment in which the water is first
cleaned bioiogicaliy and then chemicaliy. The bio
logical unit is aimed above ali at removing organic
material from wastewater, and the chemicai unit at
removing phosphorus. Aluminiumsulphate, ferri
chioride or lime is generaliy used as precipitant in
the chemicai unit of post-preipitation plants.
The first post-precipitation plants were intro
duced in Finland in 1974. By the end of 1981, 24
post-precipitation plants were in operation. Most
of these were built in the mid 1970’s. During the
recent years, only few post-precipitation piants have
been introduced. At the end of 1981 a total of
about 560 community wastewater treatment piants
were operating in Finland. Most of these were sim
uitaneous precipitation plants, i.e. plants in which
the chemicai precipitation of phosphorus is carried
out in the bioiogical unit. On the other hand. e.g.
in Sweden most of the wastewater treatment plants
are post-precipitation plants. -
Ever more post-precipitation piants in Finland
as weli as in Sweden have started to operate the
biological section of the plant in simuitaneous pre
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cipitation mode. This has enabled such a reduction
in the chemical unit precipitant dose as to impart
savings in the total chemical costs.
Post-precipitation studies performed at the
Technical Research Office of the National Board
of Waters are collected in this report. The studies
were started at Vihti parish wastewater treatment
plant and continued at Suomenoja research station.
The Vihti studies were aimed at receiving infor
mation on the practical operation of a post-precipi
tation plant, and certain special issues of post-pre
cipitation were considered at the Suomenoja
station. Part of the results have earlier been publish
ed in the magazin Vesitalous (Pietarila and Välimaa
1978 a, 1978 b).
2. POST-PRECIPITATION TESTS
AT SUOMENOJA RESEARCH
STATION
The primary aim was to study the effect of floccu
lation conditions on the removal efficiency of the
post-precipitation plant chemical unit. The effects
PRIMARY AERATION
SEDIMENTATION
of flow and precipitant feeding amount on the re
moval efficiency of the chemical unit were also
studied. Further, the effect of rapid mixi.ng, the
total removal efficiency of the post-precipitation
plant, the amount of sludge formed in the chemical
unit and the effect of nitrification in the biological
unit on chemical unit operation were observed.
2.1 Equipment studied
The research was carried out at Espoo Suomenoja
research station with a minor treatment plant
equipment comprising an ordinary post-precipi
tation process. The flow diagram is shown in Fig.
The biological section comprised primary sedi
mentation, aeration and secondary sedimentation
basins. The process applied was lowload active
sludge process in which the return sludge was lead
with influent into the aeration basin. Bottom aer
ators were used in aeration. The chemical section
included rapid mixi.ng and flocculation units (Fig.
2) and post-sedimentation basin (Fig. 3). A paddle
mixer was used in the rapid mixing basin. The
flocculation section was formed by two serially ar
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the equipment studied.
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ranged basins with two-biade vertical stirrers. The
volume of the floccuiation basins was variable by
altering the height positions of the basins. Rotation
speed of the was continuously adjustable 0—48
r min’.
Ali three sedimentation basins in the piant were
of the upflow tank type (Fig. 3).
The biological section was designed for a flow of
10 m3 h’ and the chemicai one for 5 m3 h1. Only
part of the wastewater biologically treated was lead
to the chemical section. Thus, the fiow in the
chemical part could be varied above and below the
design flow rate without changing the flow in the
biologicai section. Residence times and surface ioad
ing rates of the basins at design flow rate:
Fig. 2. Rapid mixing and flocculation unit.
2.2 Follow-up of research
Residence Surface
time Ioading rate
1.0 h 2.0 m h’
The basic foilow-up of the minor treatment piant
operation was performed with the help of com
posite sampies directly proportional to flow. The
sampies were taken from the influent, pre-settled,
biologicaily treated and effiuent wastewater.
Usually, BOD7 total P, total N, SS, y20, alkalinity
and Fe analyses and occasionally also NH4-N and
soi. P analyses were made from the sampies. Also a
batch sampie was taken daily from the aeration
basin and once a week from the excess sludge.
MLSS and /2 h settling were defined of these
sampies. Part of the samples were anaiysed in the
research station laboratory and part in the National
j Board of Waters research laboratory.
A separate measurement dam was built for flow
measurement of the chemical unit. The flow was
registered by both an accumulating calcuiator and a
piotter. Dosage of precipitant was controlled by
flow measurement, which constantiy rendered the
dose proportional to fiow. The precipitant (A12
(S04)3 . 14 H20) was fed into the rapid mixing
basin.
pH reguiation of the influent to the chemicai
unit was performed wjth the help of a P1 reguiator.
pH regulation chemicals were sulphuric acid and
sodium carbonate which were fed into the rapid
mixing basin. The pH controliing the chemical
dose was measured in the last fiocculation basin.
2.3 Quality of wastewater
The influent to the minor treatment plant was
pumped frotn Espoo main sewer which comes to
Primary sedimentation
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Secondary sedimentation
Flocculation
Post-sedimentation
8.8h
1.2h
12—34 min
1.oh
1.2 m h’
1.2 m h1
E
E
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0
Fig. 3. Post sedimentation basin.
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Table 1. Quality of influent during research period
5. 10.1977—11.10.1979. Averages and standard deviations
of 24 h composite sample analysis results.
Number of Standard
Parameter sampies Unit Average deviation
T 255 13.5 3.0
pH 246 7.2 0.2
Tot.P 231 mg 1 6.4 4.6
Sol.P 18 mg 1—1 2.8 1.3
Tot.N 105 mg 1 34 9
Alk. 239 mmol 1—1 3.9 1.1
>‘25 206 p5 cm—1 561 88
BOD7 231 mg 1 134 54
KMnO4
value 245 mg 1 242 110
SS 235 mgl—1 176 177
Suomenoja. About 10 % of the wastewater came
from industry. Stom waters occasionally diluted
the wastewater considerably. The average influent
concentrations and Iimits of variation are shown in
Table 1.
2.4 Effect of flocculation on removal
resuit
2.41 Theoretical background
Basic concepts and main parameters of coagulation
— flocculation on the basis of literature (Camp
1955, Fair et al. 1971, Gregory 1977, Humenick
1977, Kavanaugh et al. 1978, Wikström 1973, øde
gaard 1979 a, 1979 b) are given below.
The following unit operations can be dis
tinguished in the chemical precipitation of waste
water (Fig. 4):
1. Rapid mixing
2. Flocculation
3 Floc separation
The rapid mixing aims at mixing the added chemi
cal as soon and as evenly as possible with the entire
amount of water to be treated. The chemical gets
the colloid particles to destabilize, i.e. coagulation
to take place. In addition, the soluble phosphorus
precipitates. Micro flocs or so-called primary par
ticles are formed.
In the flocculation unit the micro flocs are com
bined into larger particles. The floc formed can be
separated from water e.g. by sedimentation.
Flocculation can be divided into two stages
caused by different mechanisms:
1. Perikinetic flocculation
2. Orthokinetic flocculation
Perikinetic flocculation occurs because of the ran
dom or Brownian movement of particles. Orthokin
etic flocculation is caused by velocity differences or
velocity gradients in the liquid, which are brought
about by mixing the Iiguid.
Presumably, the perikinetic flocculation starts
immediately after the precipitant addition and is in
a few seconds over shadowed by orthokinetic floc
culation. The perikinetic flocculation, then, takes
place in the rapid. mixi.ng unit and is practically
completed when the water enters the flocculation
unit. The orthokinetic flocculation is, therefore,
the most significant one of these two flocculation
mechanisms considering the total efficiency and
practical design of flocculation.
In orthokinetic flocculation, the floc growth or
primary particle decrease takes place according to
the following equation:
dn/dt
-KA n ø G
where
(1)
n number of primary particles per unit volume
t = time
KA = floc growth constant
o = floc volume fraction
G = velocity gradient
Velocity gradient G comes frorn the equation:
GzfL (2)
V pV
where
P = mixing power
p absolute viscosity of water
V = water volume iirflocculation basin
Floc breakup or increase of primary particles oc
curs according to the following equation:
FLoc seporotion
Fig. 4. Unit operations in chemical precipitation.
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n0 = concentration of primary particles before
flocculator
nN concentration of primary particles after
flocculator
T total residence time
N = number of reactors in series
Floc breakup considered, the equation for the floc
culator according to literature (ødegaard 1979 b)
is:
1 T\
+ KAØ G
T\NKB G
1+
KAØ ((1+KAøG)
•i)
This equation is only valid for equipment compris-.
ing of ideal backmix reactors. In practice, however,
there is shortcircuiting, and number of reactors N
in the equation must be replaced by quantity m
which represents the deviation of the reactors from
complete mixing. Quantity m is defined on the
basis of tracer tests. Exponent p in the equation
may have the value 2.
On the basis of the above, flocculation efficiency
is affected e.g. by floc volume fraction, residence
time and velocity gradient. For instance by increas
ing the velocity gradient, the floc growth rate can
be increased. When the velocity gradient or mixing
efficiency exeeds a certain limit, the flocculation
efficiency, however, starts to decline due to excess
ive floc breakup.
Flocculation efficiency can he improved by divid
ing the flocculator into several units. It is also ex
pedient to arrange flocculation so that the velocity
gradient of the unit in series gradually decreases
from the beginning towards the end.
Some typical design values of the flocculation
unit are compiled into Table 2. It also shows the
product of velocity gradient and residence time,
dimensionless quantity Gt which is generally ap
plied to respresent flocculation efficiency. Floccu
lation efficiency is, however, not unambiguously
dependent on Gt, as shown by Equation 5.
(3) Table 2. Typical design values nE flocculation unit
(Humenick 1977).
Residence time t 30—60 min
Velocity gradient G 10—75 s1
Gt 20 000—200 000
Radial velocity of < 0.6 m s1 (weak floc)
flocculator paddle < 1.2 m s1 (strong floc)
Total area of paddles < 15—20 % of cross-sectional
area of basin
Paddle speed in
relation to water 70—80 % of paddle speed
Coefficient of paddle
resistance CD 1.16, 1.20, 1.50 and 1.90 at
length/width ratios 1, 5, 20
and oo
A shorter residence time and a greater velocity
gradient are applied in rapid mixing than in the
flocculation unit. The residence time can be e.g.
20—40 s and the velocity gradient 300—1000 s’.
In practice, the rapid mixi.ng can be arranged by
e.g. the following methods:
— Mechanical mixi.ng
— Water threshold or mixing channel with barriers
— Turbulence in pump, valve or pipe
Flocculation can be carried out in e.g. the following
ways:
— Mechanical flocculation
— Pneumatic mixi.ng
— Flocculation by motive energy of water (e.g.
channel with barriers)
— Conducting the flow through a sludge bianket
If flocculation is carried out by motive energy of
water e.g. in a channel with barriers, the mixing
power necessary in Equation 2 can be calculated
with the following clause:
P=Qpghf (6)
where
P mixi.ng power
Q = flow rate
p = density of water
g = gravity acceleration
hf pressure loss in the channel in height of
water column
Jf flocculation is carried out in a flocculator with a
mechanical mixer, the mixi.ng power of one paddle
can he calculated with the following clause:
dn)dt K 0 G1’
where KE and p are Constants.
FIoc breakup disregarded, the following equation is
valid for a continuously operating backmix reactor
flocculator:
where
no (5)
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P
= ‘/2 CD p A v3
where
P = mixing power
CD = coefficient of resistance dependent on paddle
shape
P = density of water
A = area of paddle
v = speed of paddle in relation to water
From Equation 7, the following numeral equation
can be derived for mechanical flocculator:
P 124 Q3 CD N3 (1—k)3 ZAr3
where
P = mixing power (W)
N = rotation speed of paddles s’
k = ratio of rotation speed of water to
rotation speed of paddles
Ar3 = term (m5) depicting effect of paddle area
A (m2) and distance from shaft r (m)
Fig. 5 shows an example of how term ZAr3 is cal
culated for paddles parallel and perpendicular to
flocculator rotation shaft. Ratio of rotation speed
of water to that of the paddles is 0.2—0.3. Values
for coefficient of resistance CD are given in Table
2.
Flow rate 10 m3 h—’
Sludge load (BOD7IMLSS) 0.1—0.3 kg kg—’ d—’
Sludge age 5—15 d
Return sludge 10 m3 h’
The effect of residence time and intensity of floccu
(8) latjon in a two-section flocculation unit on the re
moval efficiency of a post-precipitation plant chemi
cal unit was studied. Observations were also made
on the significance of rapid mixing.
To avoid quality fluctuations in the influent
sewage to the chemical section, an attempt was
made to keep the loading and residence values in
the biological section constant (Table 3).
Because of other simultaneous studies at the re
search station, this was not completely possible,
but there were minor regulation and loading
changes in the biological section during the re
search. Stiil, the quality of the influent to chemical
unit was more significantly affected by quality fluc
tuations in the total plant influent and incidental
disturbances in the biological section caused by e.g.
industrial wastewater. No precipitants were used in
the biological section during the research.
During the flocculation studies, both the flow
rate in the chemical section and the dosing of pre
cipitant were kept constant. The quideline value
for the flow rate was 5 m3 h’ and for dosage (A12
(S04)3 . 14 H20) 100 g m3. An attempt was made
to keep the pH of the chemicalized water in value
6.0 by an automatic pH regulator.
In the tests, the chemical section was operated
for one week or two weeks at the same regulation
values. Changes were made on Fridays so that there
was time for the process to adjust to the changes
during weekend, and the follow-up of operation
could be started on Monday. Variable adjustment
parameters were rotation speeds of flocculators and
volume of flocculation basin.
The rotation speeds of the stirrers varied be
tween 0—48 r min’. In successive basins, different
rotation speeds were always used. Most commonly
the rotation speed in the latter basin was half of
that of the former basin.
Tests were performed with three different vol
umes of flocculation -basin. The volumes (total for
the two basins) and residence times (calculated by
the average flow rate of the observance in the re
suit analysis) were:
(7) Table 3. Target load and regulation values of the bio
logical section of post-precipitation plant during research.
2.42 Performance of tests
Shoft
[j 4 simiLor paddles poratielto shaftZAr32Ar,3+2Ar
Shoft
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tA Ih
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Fig. 5. An example of calculating term 1 Ar3 necessary
in Clause (8) for paddles parallel and perpendicular to
flocculator shaft.
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Except for a few short experiments, rapid mixing
was on continuously (paddle rotation speed 543 r
min—1). Residence time in the mixing basin was
usually 25—30 s and velocity gradient 400—500 s1.
2.43 Observation data
For analysis, the observation data were limited on
the basis of the phosphorus concentration in the
influent to the chemical unit, the effluent pH and
the flow rate in the chemical unit. Observation days
were included when the phosphorus concentration
was 4.0—6.0 mg 1 (A1/P molar ratio 2.9—1.7 mol
mo1), pH > 5,0 and the average flow rate of sam
pling period (24 h, 8 to 8 o’clock) 3.5—5.5 m3 h’.
Part of the days were discarded because of missing
information on flow rate or dosage or because of an
obviously faulty resuit.
Altogether 62 observation day results were taken
into the analysis. Of these, 11 were received at
flocculation basin volume 0.92 m3, 17 at 1.84 m3,
and 34 at 2.58 m3. Some observation days Iacked
part of the results.
The quality of the influent into chemical unit in
the resuits considered in the analysis is shown in
Table 4.
2.44 Outcome
The analysis on the effect of flocculation factors
was performed with the help of velocity gradient G
depicting intensity of flocculation, flocculation time
(residence) t and term Gt depicting efficiency of
flocculation.
Average velocity gradients G1 and G2 during ob
servation days were calculated for both flocculation
basins. For each basin volume separately, calcu
iations were performed of phosphorus reduction,
total phosphorus, dissolved phosphorus and sus
pended solids in the effluent for the following G
value ranges: 0—4, 5—14, 15—24, 25—34, 35—44,
45—54, 55—64, 65—74, 75—84, 85—94, 95—107
s—’ (Figs. 6 to 9). The division is based on the
meanvalues of G1 and G2.
With increasing velocity gradient, phosphorus
reduction clearly increases (Fig. 6). At flocculation
basin volumes 0.92 m3 and 1.84 m3 the increase is
first very steep and then folds. In G value range
0—4 s1 the average phosphorus reduction is 79—
81 % and in G value range 25—44 s, 91—95 %.
At the highest G values the average reductions
again fali below 90 %. At floccuiation basin volume
2.58 m3 the form of the curve distinctly deviates
from the two earlier ones.
For residual phosphorus the results correspond
to those from phosphorus reduction (Fig. 7). At
flocculation basin volumes 0.92 m3 and 1.84 m3 the
phosphorus residual concentration first decreases
with increasing G. When G is 75—107 s’, the
residual concentrations again increase slightly. At
their lowest the average residual phosphorus con
centrations are 0.3—0.4 mg b1 between G values
25 and 44 s1. At the Iargest flocculation basin
volume the average phosphorus residual concen
tration reaches its maximum value 1.0 mg 1— in G
value range 5—14 s1 and minimum 0.5 mg V’ in
G value range 75—84 s.
Tabie 4. Quaiity of infiuent into chemicai unit during tests at different volumes of flocculation basin. The values are
caiculated from resuits taken into the analysis on the effect of flocculation factors.
Flocculation basin volume (m3)
Parameter Unjt 0.92 1.84 2.58
Standard Standard Standard
Average deviation Average deviation Average deviation
T 16.1 1.7 15.0 2.3 2.1 1.1
pH 6.5 0.3 6.8 0.5 6.9 4
Tot. P mg 1—1 5.1 0.7 5.1 0.7 4.8 0.6
Soi. P mg 11 3.3 1.2 4.6 0.5 3.6 1.0
Tot.N mg11 8 6 11 7 15 7
Aikaiinity mmoi 11 1.3 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.4 0.8
Yw pScm—’ 571 - 50 53078
OD7 mg 11 34 14 22 8 22 14
Soi. BOD7 mg 11 5 1 4 2 3 3
KMnO4value mg H’ 64 15 67 31 67 15
SS mgl 18 14 12 17 19 28
VI = 0.92 m3
V2 = 1.84 m3
V3 = 2.58 m3
t1 = 12 min
= 25 min
= 34 min
62
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Fig. 6. Dependence of phosphorus reduction on G value
at various flocculation basin volumes (D—D 0.92 m3,
L— 1.84 m3, Q—02.58 m3).
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Fig. 7. Dependence of residual phosphorus on G value at
various flocculation basin volumes (D—E1 0.92 m3,
s—i 1.84 m3, Q—Q 2.58 m3).
There are slightly less definition results for ef
fluent soluble phosphorus than total phosphorus
definitions especially at flocculation basin volume
1.84 m3. According to the results (Fig. 8) the depen
dence of soluble phosphorus on G value is low.
The residual concentration slightly decreases with
increasing G value, but not so steeply as the total
phosphorus. The amount of soluble phosphorus
does not, either, increase at the highest G values as
does the total phosphorus amount.
The suspended solids amount in effluent also
clearly decreases at flocculation basin volumes 0.92
m3 and 1.84 m3 when G value grows from zero, and
again slightly increases at higher G values (Fig. 9).
The Iowest average residual suspended solids
amounts are in G value range 25—84 s1, below 1
mg 11.
The linear correlation in G value range 0—44
s1 between removal resuit and velocity gradient G
was also calculated from the results (Table 5). The
highest correlation was in results obtained at floc
culation basin volume 1.84 m3 between residual
phosphorus and G value and between phosphorus
reduction and G value. In both cases the corre
lation was significant (99,0 %). The former corre
lation was negative and the latter positive.
Further, linear correlations between residual
phosphorus and G value were calculated at two dif
ferent AI/P molar ratios. Also these correlations
were calculated for the first part of the G value
range only (0—44s1). The correlations were
calculated separately from results in which phos
phorus concentration of influent into chemical unit
was <5.0 mg H1 and > 5.0 mg 11. Phosphorus
concentration 5.0 mg 11 corresponds at dose 100
g m3 to molar ratio 2.06 mol mo1—. Even those
observaion days were included when the phos
phorus concentration on influent into chemical
unit was outside the range 4.0—6.0 mg 1—1.
With a molar ratio above 2.06 mol mol— there
was no correlation between residual phosphorus
and G value or between phosphorus reduction and
G value. On the other hand, with a molar ratio
below 2.06 mol mol’ at flocculation basin volumes
0.92 m3 and 1.84 m3, the results showed correlation
between the above factors (Table 6).
Also, dependence of residence time on removal
resuit can be considered on the basis of Figures 6
to 9, since results from different flocculation basin
volumes represent different residence times. At the
smallest volume, the total flocculator residence
time was 10—16 min (average 12 min), at the
middle one, 20—32 min (average 25 min), and at
the largest one, 28—44 min (avereage 34 min).
The differences between results from the smallest
and the middle flocculation basin volume, especially
E 1.5
0
0.
0
0.
. 0.5
2.0
mg11
. 1.5
0.
1
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 is’ 110
6
Fig. 8. Dependence of soluble residual phosphorus on G
value at various flocculation basin volumes (E1—C
0.92 m3, &—i2 1.84 m3 and Q—O 2.58 m3).
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6
Fig. 9. Dependence of suspended solids in effluent on G
value at various flocculation basin volumes ( EJ—1J
0.92 m3, is—i2. 1.84 m3 and Q—O 2.58 m3).
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phosphorus resuits, were relatively small. Only the
difference in residual suspended soiids was some
what systematic: resuits obtained at the smailest
volume (shortest residence time) were poorer than
those obtained at the middle volume with almost
ali G values (Fig. 9). Results obtained at the largest
volume inconsistently deviated from the former
ones.
The combined effect of veiocity gradient and
residence time to removal result was considered as
dependence between term Gt and phosphorus re
duction (Fig. 10). Vaiues for term Gt were calcu
lated for each observation day, using the residence
time counted from observation day flow. The fig
ure shows phosphorus reduction averages of results
at ali flocculation basin voiumes in Gt value ranges:
0—5000, 5001—40000, 40001—100000, 100001—
200000.
To find out the effect of rapid mixing, the re
suits obtained when rapid mixi.ng was on were
compared with those obtained when it was off.
The resuits from three test series are shown in
Tabie 7.
2.45 Resuit anaiysis
The effect of fiocculation to the operation of the
chemical unit in a post-precipitation plant turned
out to be quite smail at the regulation ranges of
the parameters studied.
The results from floccuIation studies showed
that when the veiocity gradient increased from
zero, the two smaiiest flocculation basin volumes
quickly yielded the maximum removal efficiency,
after which the result declined. These results sup
port the theory (Eq. 5) that fioc breakup becomes
significant and removal efficiency grows poorer
when G exceeds a certain iimit. The best phos
phorus results were obtained in G value range 25—
44 s1. This agrees well with results in literature
(ødegaard 1979 b), according to which the opti
mum G value in aluminium precipitation has varied
in the range 20—50 s’ depending on residence
time and number of basins.
It shouid be noted that the veiocity gradient
values in the resuits specificaliy refer to velocity
gradients caused by stirrers. When the stirrers are
stopped, according to Clauses (2) and (7) veiocity
gradient is zero. According to Clauses (4) and (5)
no flocculation occurs then. The results show, how
ever, that at veiocity gradient vaiue zero a rather
good removal resuit is achieved. This is because
mixing of water, i.e. veiocity differences are caused
even without stirrers. This occurs for instance in
the influent port to floccuiation unit, in the port
between the basins, in the effiuent port and the
Tabie 5. Linear correiations of chemicai unit residuai
phosphorus, phosphorus reduction, residuai suspended
solids and suspended soiids reduction and G vaiue calcu
lated with results from various fiocculation basin voiumes.
The correiations were calculated in G vaiue range 0—44
s1. o stands for correlation at confidence ievei 90 %,*
at 95 % and ** at 99 %, (+) for positive and (-) for nega
tive correlation.
Flocculation
basin volume
‘5residue l?reduction SSresidue SSreduction
0.92 m3 No corr. o (+) No corr. No corr.
1.84 m3 *() (+) ‘(—)
2.58 m3 No corr. No corr. No corr. No corr.
Tabie 6. Linear correiations in G value range 0—44 s1
of chemical unit residual phosphorus and G value and
phosphorus reduction and G value caicuiated from van
ous fiocculation basin voiume resuits. The correiations
were separately caicuiated from resuits in which residual
phosphorus concentration in infiuent into the chemical
unit was <5.0 mg i1 and > 5.0 mg 1—1. o stands for
correiation at 90 %, * at 95 % and e* at 99 % confidence
levei, and (+) for positive and (-) for negative correlation.
Phosphorus concentration in effiuent into
chemicai unit
Fioccuiation < 5.0 mg i1 > 5.0 mg i1
basin volume
15res,due 1reduction ‘5residue 1reduction
0.92 m3 No corr. No corr. (-) o (+)
1.84 m3 No corr. No corr. *(•) *(+)
2.58 m3 No corr. No corr. No corr. No corr.
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0
0
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Fig. 10. Dependence of phosphorus reduction on term
Gt.
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Table 7. Average residual phosphorus concentrations (mg 1—1) and phosphorus reductions (%) in chemical unit in three
test series with rapid mixing on and off.
Rapid mixing on Rapid mixing off
Standard Standard
Average deviation Average deviation
Test series 1:
(3—4 observatjons, average G = 7 s—1)
Effluent tot. P 0.69 0.35 0.84 0.08
P reduction 83 6 85 2
Test series 2:
(4 observations, average G 0 s)
Effluent tot. P 0.86 Oil 0.64 0.09
P reduction 83 4 84 3
Tesr series 3:
(9—10 observations, average G 0 s1)
Effluent tot. P 0.91 0.65 0.63 0.34
P reduction 77 16 79 8
pipe. In addition, velocity differences are created in
the pipes of the settling tank. Pressure loss caused
by the ports and pipes can be assessed on the basis
of the Iaws of hydraulics. With the pressure loss,
mixing efficiency is obtained from Clause (6) and
velocity gradient from Clause (2). This procedure
shows that the average velocity gradient caused by
the equipment applied without stirrers at flow rate
4.5 m3 h—1 is at least 5—10 s1.
No obvious dependence is observed in the resi
dence time range studied between residence time
and removal resuit, but the quality of removal re
sults at different residence times varied by G value
ranges. The results wjth the longest residence time
very much deviated from the ones with the two
shorter residence times. This may be due to the
tests with the longest residence time being carried
out in winter and the other ones in summer, which
accounts for a distinct difference in the average
temperatures of wastewater.
When term Gt grew from zero, the phosphorus
reduction clearly increased. Above value 20 000
phosphorus reduction did not, however, signifi
cantly change in the Gt value ranges applied.
The results obtained showed a very high devi
ation which made it difficult to draw conclusions
on the effect of flocculation basin parameters to
gi-adient
and residence time have quite wide regulation
ranges in which good removal results can by achiev
ed. In these ranges the effect of changes in floccu
lation parameters on the removal resuit is so small
that it is overshadowed by incidential changes in
other factors such as quality and amount of in
fluent.
The effect of flocculation is more obvious at
small precipitant doses. When phosphorus concen
tration of the influent into chemical unit was < 5.0
mg 11 there was no correlation between residual
phosphorus and G value nor between phosphorus
reduction and G value. But when phosphorus con
centration of the influent was > 5.0 mg 11, i.e.
when A1/P decreased (dosage was constant), floccu
lation basin volumes 0.92 m3 and 1.84 m3 showed a
negative correlation between residual phosphorus
and G value, and a positive correlation between
phosphorus reduction and G value (Table 6).
In rapid mixi.ng, a separate paddle mixi.ng was
not observed to have any effect. Apparently, the
water amount in the research plant is so small that
chemicals were sufficiently mixed by the turbulence
caused by the flow in the rapid mixing unit and the
pipe connecting this and the flocculation basin.
Although the regulation range of the plant
studied should perhaps have been wider so that the
limit values for poor operation could have been de
fined, the outcome provided the design values
which yield good removal results.
The post-precipitation plant chemical section
reached wjth aluminium sulphate dose 100 g m3
good removal results (phosphorus reduction 90—
95 %, residual phosphorus below 0.5 mg 1—’ and
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residual suspended solids below 5 mg 11), when G
value was in the first flocculation basin 42—60 s
and in the second basin 15—21 s, total residence
time was 10—30 min and Gt value of flocculation
basin over 20000.
These G and Gt values were reached with ro
tation speed in the first basin 20—28 r min—1 and
in the second one 10—14 r min—’.
2.5 Effect of flow rate on removal resuit
No actual flow rate variation tests were performed,
but the results were obtained along with the floccu
lation parameter studies. The analysis aims at ex
pounding the dependence between the surface
loading rate in chemical unit sedimentation basin
and the removal resuit.
During the study, the plant was Ioaded with even
flow rates. Primary and secondary sedimentation
sludge removais in the biological unit, however,
caused slight fluctuations in the flow into the
chemical unit, mostly decrease.
The analysis includes the periods with an alumi
nium sulphate dose 100 g m3. Only those obser
vations were included where flow rate is based on a
flow meter reading recorded on subsequent days.
Those observations were exluded where effluent
pH was below 5.0.
The analysis was based on the average hourly
flow of sample period (24 h, 8 to 8 o’clock) and the
surface loading rate of the chemical unit settling
tank counted from this. The flow rates varied be
tween 2 to 8 m3 h’ (design flow rate 5 m3 h’)
and the surface loading rates between 0.5 and 1.8
mh.
Results obtained with different mixing speeds
and flocculation basin rates were handled together.
The were applied to calculating the averages of
effluent total phosphorus, biological oxygen con
sumption and suspended solids in flow rate ranges
2.0—2.9, 3.0—3.9, 4.0—4.9, 5.0—5.9, 6.0—6.9,
7.0—7.9 m3 h. Figures 11, 12 and 13 show de
pendences between residual concentrations and set
tling tank surface loading rates.
A distinct dependence is observed between the
quality of effluent and the surface loading rate of
settling tank. When the surface loading rate de
creases, the phosphorus, BOD7 and suspended
solids amounts in effluent diminish. With the flow
rates concerned, however, the differences in residual
amounts are small and with even the highest surface
loading rates the average phosphorus, BOD7 and
suspended solids amounts remain below the usual
targets set to post-precipitation plants.
2.6 Effect of aluminium sulphate
dosage on removal resuit
The effect of aluminium sulphate dosage on re
moval resuit was studied by applying four däsage
amounts: 50—75 g m3, 100 g m3, 130 g m3 and
150—200 g m3. There are significantly more re
sults with dose 100 g m3 than with others, as the
actual flocculation tests were performed with this
1.4
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0.4
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Fig. 11. Dependence between residual phosphorus and sur
face Ioading rate.
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Fig. 12. Dependence between residual BOD7 and surface
Ioading rate.
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Fig. 13. Dependence between residual suspended solids
and surface loading rate.
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dose. Ali other observations were included in the1.6
analysis except those with an effiuent pH belowmg11 -
5.0.1.2
The effect of dosage was anaiyzed on the basis
.2 0.8 of averages of resuits from each dose. When the0.
dose per wastewater cubic metre increased from0.4
50—75 g to 100 g, the phosphorus removal resuit
50 100 150 gm3 cleariy improved (Figs. 14 and 15). The average re
A1uminum 5ulphote dosag. sidual concentration then decreased from 1.4 to 0.7
mg 1 and the phosphorus reduction of the chemiFig. 14. Dependence of rotal phosphorus (—) and cai unit correspondingiy grew from 69 to 82 %.soluble phosphorus (Q—C3) in effiuent from chemical
unit on dose of aluminium sulphate. When larger doses were tested, the average residual
concentration further decreased, but phosphorus
reduction only slightly improved. At dose 150—
200 g m3 the average phosphorus residue was 0.29
mg j1 and the average reduction 83 %. This was2%
-
partiy due to the fact that the phosphorus concen
tration in the effluent to the plant was beiow for
80
-
mai during the tests with the largest doses.
.2 BOD7 and KMnO4 figure residues also clearly
70- decreased when the dose increased (Figs. 16 and
17). On the other hand, the increase in dose did
0 50 100 150 gm3 200 not decrease the amount of suspended soiids resiAtuminium sulphate dosage
due. This is due to the formation in the precipi
Fig. 15. Dependence of phosphorus reduction in the tation process of new suspended soiids which then
chemical unit on the dose of aluminium sulphate. partiy escape with the effluent in sedimentation.
1c
mgt1 2.7 Effect of nitrification in biological
8- unit on the functioning of chemical
33 unit
6-
f 4
-
60B
Nitrification means oxjdation of ammonia into ni0
trate as a resuit of micro organisms. Aithough nitri
2
-
fication itself takes piace in the biological unit, the
changes it causes in the quaiity of the water affect
0 50 100 150 9fl3 200 the functioning of the succeeding chemical unit.
Alurninium sutphate dosage
If nitrification is carried out in the bioiogical
Fig. 16. Dependence of BOD7 in effluent from chemicai unit of a post-precipitation piant, this has the fol
unit on aluminium suiphate dose. lowing effects in addition to the formation of ni
trate (Ericsson et al. 1976, Larsson 1975):
1. Air demand grows in the biological unit partly
ioc because of oxidation of ammonium nitrogen
mgr1 into nitrate nitrogen, partly because of the
80 ionger sludge age required by nitrification as
CI
.3 compared with usual active siudge process.
2. Hydrogen ions are iiberated in the nitrification
process, causing the buffer capacity and pH of60
water to decrease.
20 3. The effect of nitrification on cheniical dosing
o depends on the chemical and the precipitation
0 - 50 - 100- - 150 g m3 200 process applied. If the wastewater is highiyAtuminium sutphate dosoge buffered, the decrease in buffer capacity due to
Fig. 17. Dependence of KMnO4 value in effluent from nitrification causes that optimum pH is reached
chemical unit on aluminium sulphate dose.
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(e.g. in aluminium sulphate precipitation 5.5—
6.5) with a smaller chemical amount than before.
On the other hand, in soft waters the buffer
capacity can decrease too much, and pH regu
lation must be performed with an alkali.
4. The excess sludge amount in the biological unit
decreases and the sludge becomes more stabile.
Also the sludge amount in the chemical unit
decreases if the post-precipitation chemical dose
can be decreased, but then the concentration
properties of the sludge become poorer.
Nitrification, then, affects the functioning of the
plant both positively and negatively. According to
a Swedish study (Ericsson et al. 1976), electricity
demand of a post-precipitation plant was 0.35
kWh m3 before and 0.51 kWh m3 during nitrifi
cation. On the other hand, the amount of precipi
tant could be decreased from 120 g m3 to 85
g m3. In spite of the lower chemical dose, the re
moval resuit has through nitrification improved
with regard to suspended solids, biological oxygen
consumption and total phosphorus.
2.71 Theoretical background
2.711 Concept of buffer capacity
Buffer capacity means the capacity of water to resist
pH change when acid or alkali is added. Buffer ca
pacity is measured by the ratio of acid or alkali ad
dition to corresponding pH change. Alkalinity of
water expresses the acid amount necessary for ti
tration of a water sample to a certain pH value.
Buffer capacity and alkalinity, then, are not ident
ical concepts, but are usually proportional in dom
estic sewage pH ranges so that alkalinity also mdi
cates the buffer capacity.
2.712 Effect of nitrification on alkalinity
The nitrification process takes place through sev
eral stages, but the total reaction can be expressed
as follows (Larsson 1975):
NHt+ 202 —NO+ 2H + H20 (9)
According to the equation, 2 mmol H+ is formed
when 1 mmol NHoxjdizes into NO Thus, aika
linity of water decreases by 2 mmol 11 when 14 g
NH4 -N oxjdizes into NO3 -N. As in Finland the
alkalinity of sewage is 2 to 4 rnmol 11 and the
NH4 -N concentration availabie to nitrification
bacteria is about 30 mg i, nitrification can con
sume the entire aikalinity and pH easiiy decreases
beiow six (Vaive 1978).
2.713 Effect of aluminium sulphate on alkalinity
The reaction mechanism and optimum conditions
for aluminium precipitation of phosphate have not
been expounded in detail, and there are contradict
ing data on them in literature. According to a sim
plified assumption, aluminium phosphate (AlPO4)
and aluminium hydroxide (Al(OH)3)are formed,
which together constitute the deposit (Carlsson
1975, Minton and Carlsson 1972). In reality, the
deposit will be a total formed by Al-OH-Al and
Al-PO4-Ai links (Hsu 1975). In the following, how
ever, aluminium is assumed to precipitate as phos
phate and hydroxide:
2Al3 + HPO+H2PO—2AiPO4+ 3H (10)
Al3 + 3H20 —Al(OH)3+ 3H (11)
1 mmol of A13+, then, liberates 1.5—3 mmol H+,
so that alkalinity of water correspondigly decreases
1.5—3 mmol l. Aluminium sulphate (A12SO4)3
14 H20) contains about 9 % by weight of Al3. If
100 g m3 of aluminium sulphate is used for pre
cipitation of phosphorus, it corresponds to 0.33
mmoi of A13+. Alkalinity of water decreases accord
ing to Equations 10 and 11 about 0.5—1 mmol l.
2.72 Results from plant studies
2.721 Changes in alkalinity and pH
Fig. 18 shows how pH of biologically cleaned water
decreased when nitrification rate increased, i.e. ni
7-
6-
5-
-10 - -
- 20 30 mg[ 40
Nitrate nitrogen
Fig. 18. pH of biologically treated water as function of
nitrate concentration.
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Fig. 19. pH as function of alkalinity CD influent, L bio
logically treated and 0 effluent).
Fig. 21. Reduction of total phosphorus as function of pH
in post-precipitation unit.
c
mgtt
trate concentration grew. When nitrate nitrogen
concentration was above 20 mg 1’, pH decreased
5 to an average range 5.5—6.5. According to
Fig. 19
it corresponds to an alkalinity range 0.2—0.6
mmol 11.
Alkalinity of chemically cleaned wastewater in
4 -
some cases decreased to zero and pH below four
(Fig. 19).
2.722 Effect of pH changes on reinoval efficiency
of post-precipitation unit
Effect of pH changes due to nitrification on re
moval efficiency of the post-precipitation unit was
2 -
studied at Suomenoja research station 20. 9. 1977—
31. 1. 1978. During this period, water pH varied
depending on nitrification 5.0—7.4. A constant
amount of aluminium sulphate (130 g m3)was fed
into the chemical unit, which caused pH to further
1
-
decrease to 3.8—7.1.
Figs. 20 and 21 show that the phosphorus re
moval resuit considerably decreased when pH of
chemically treated water dropped to 4—5. When
pH was below 4, phosphorus removal practically
stopped. In pH range 5—7 phosphorus renioval
was normal. - -
The resuit was not observed to become poorer
considering biological oxygen consumption whn
pH decreased. BOD7 of influent into chemical unit
ALkatinity
pH
4 5 6 7
pH
Fig. 20. Phosphorus concentration in effluent from post
precipitation unit as function of pH. Average phosphorus
concentration of influent was 4.0 mg 1 (standard devi
ation 1.2).
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was during research averagely 26 mg 1—1 (standard
deviation 16) and that of effluent 3.0 mg h1 (stan
dard deviation 3.0).
2.723 Reduction of post-precipitation chemical
during nitrification
Table 8 shows averages of analysis data from Suo-
menoja research station post-precipitation unit.
During the tests the dose of aluminium sulphate
varied between 50—100 g m3. pH was regulated
with sodium carbonate (Na2CO)the consumption
of which usually was below 50 g m3. The target in
regulation was pH range 5.5—6.5. The reason for
the pH regulation was the buffer capacity of chemi
cally treated water, which due to nitrification was
occasionally 50 low that even small amounts of
aluminium sulphate reduced pH to near four.
According to Table 8, dose 100 mg 1 yielded
in phosphorus removal concentration 0.5 mg 1’.
The resuit was, then, as good as with dose 130
g m3 (Fig. 20, pH range 5—7). When the dose was
75 g m3 or less, residual concentration exceeded 1
mg11.
Exept for the smallest dose, the biological oxy
gen consumption of effluent was below 10 mg 11. 0
2.73 Results from laboratory tests
The laboratory tests were carried out with potassic
phosphate solution in distilled water (5 mg 11 P04-
P), added with aluminium sulphate solution. pH
was regulated with NaOH. The mixture was floc
culated (30 min) and clarified (30 min). The soi
ution was filtrated, and P04-P was analyzed from
it.
Fig. 22 shows that phosphorus removal practi
cally stopped when pH approached four in the acid
area and eight in the alkali area. In between was the
optimum pH, which according to A1/P molar ratio
varied in the range 4.5—5.5. When the molar ratio
grew the optimum pH siightly increased. With the
Table 8. Effect of reduction of precipitant on removal efficiency of post-precipitation unit (1 bioloqically treated, 2
effluent).
Aluminium pH BOD7 Tot. P N03-N Number of
sulphate sampies
1 2 1 2 1 2 1
doseg m—3 mg 11 mg 11 mg 11 mg 11 mg 11
100 6.8 6.1 21 - 6 4.8 0.5 18 22
75 6.8 6.3 19 7 4.0 1.1 15 13
65 7.2 6.2 21 5 5.4 1.1 9 22
50 7.1 6.7 19 11 5.4 4.1 12 7
Atum. sulph.
dosage
(g rn)
1.0
60
80
100
A1/P
(mol mo11)
0.8
1.2
17
2.1
mgi
pH
Fig. 22. Effect of chemical dose and pH on residual
phosphorus concentration in aluminium precipitation (jar
test with potassic phosphate solution 5 mg 11 P04-P).
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highest A1/P molar ratio (2.1) the optimum pH
range was slightly broader than with lower A1/P
ratios.
2.74 Resuit analysis
The alkalinity of influent was in the range 3—5
mmol 11 (Fig. 19). Due to nitrification and post
precipitation chemical the alkalinity sometimes
sank to zero and pH below four. This is explained
by Equations 9 to 11. When 15—25 mg i of ni
trate nitrogen is formed in nitrification, according
to Equation 9 alkalinity decreases 2.1—3.6
mmol 1. According to Equations 10 and 11, alu
minium sulphate dose 130 g m reduces aikalinity
0.7—1.3 mmol The total theoretical reduction
in aikalinity is then 2.8—4.9 mmol h1, which is in
the same range as the influent alkalinity.
For comparison, the simultaneous precipitation
tests at Vihti post-precipitation plant may be men
tioned (Chapter 3.4). There it was observed that
pH only decreased from 7.6 to 7.0 although there
was nitrification and 95 g m3 of ferrosuiphate fed
into the biological unit and 150 g m3 of aluminium
suiphate into the chemical unit. The pH reduction
was so small because the alkalinity of influent was
high, in range 7—9 mmoi 11.
A comparison between the results from the re
search station post-precipitation unit and the lab
oratory tests shows that in each case phosphorus
removal stopped when pH approached four (Figs.
20—22). A distinct optimum pH couid not be de
fined for the post-precipitation unit phosphorus
removal as was defined in the laboratory tests. Ob
viousiy, the process conditions at the plant such as
A1/P molar ratio were not constant enough for the
optimum pH to become visibie. The optimum pH
in the laboratory tests 4.5—5.5 is Iower than the
one given in literature 5.5—6.5 (Larsson 1975).
This may be because the Ai/P molar ratio in the
laboratory tests was only in the range 0.8—2.1. Ac
cording to laboratory tests and literature (Hsu
1975), optimum pH grows when Al/P molar ratio
increases.
The aim in reducing post-precipitation chemical
was to test whether this could prevent excessive
decrease in pH. An attempt was also made to find
out to what extent the amount of precipitant can
be reduced during nitrification without essentiaily
impairing the removal resuit. According to the
outcome, at dose 100 g m3 when pH was about 6,
a good rernoval resuit was obtained but not any
more with dose 75 g m3. Excessive decrease in pH
could not be prevented by reducing aluminium
suiphate dosage, but an aikali (Na2CO3)also had
to be applied to increase pH. This meant the ioss
of chemical saving gained by reducing aluminium
sulphate. Denitrification can be rnentioned as one
means of preventing excessive decrease of pH with
out chemicai. Aikalinity grows 1 mmoi i when 1
mmoi of N03-N turns through denitrification to
nitrogen gas (Nielsen and Bundgaard 1978).
On the basis of the resuits and the above analy
sis, the foiiowing conciusions can be made on alu
minium suiphate post-precipitation:
1. If the aikalinity of wastewater is in the range
3—5 mmol i or less it may decrease to zero
and pH below four because of nitrification and
precipitant.
2. If pH decreases in post-precipitation unit beiow
five, phosphorus removal considerably weakens
and practicaiiy stops when pH approaches four.
pH regulation is then necessary.
3. It depends on the influent alkalinity whether
exvessive pH decrease due to nitrification can
be prevented with decreasing the precipitant
dose or whether an additionai pH regulation
chemicai has to be appiied.
4. The saving in chemical costs due to nitrification
depends on how much the amount of precipi
tant can be reduced without essentially impair
ing the removal result, and whether pI-I regu
lation chemicais have to be appiied.
2.8 Sludge amount formed in chemical
unit
The amount of sludge formed in aluminium sui
phate post-precipitation can be estimated on the
basis of the quaiity of infiuent and the amount of
chemicai fed, if the foiiowing simpiifying as
sumptions are made (Humenick 1977):
1. Ali the solubie phosphorus precipitates as alu
minium phosphate AlPO4.
2. Ali the aluminium in the precipitant (A12S04)3
14 H20) that does not react wjth solubie phos
phate, forms aluminium hydroxi.de Al(OH)3.
3. Ali the influent suspended soiids and the AlPO4
and Ai(OH)3 exit with the siudge.
According to these assumptions, siudge consists of
three components: aluminium phosphate, aiu
minium hydroxide and influent suspended solids.
The amount of sludge can be calculated with the
foilowing equation: -
122P 2A P\
31 +78(-—jj-)+K (12)
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Where
L = amount of suspended solids in sludge formed
per unit volume of wastewater
P = soluble phosphorus concentration in influent
A = aluminium sulphate dose per unit volume of
wastewater
K = suspended solids concentration in influent
(Molecular weights: P = 31, AlPO4 = 122, Al(OH)3
78, A12(S04)3. HO = 594)
In the piant test results the amount of sus
pended solids in removed siudge was 39 g m3 of
wastewater, when chemicai dose was 100 g m3 and
influent soiuble phosphorus 3.7 mg 1 and sus
pended solids 16 mg 1. From Equation (12),
sludge amount is 47 g m3. This is about 20 % more
than the measured value 39 g m3. The direction of
the resuit is correct since part of sludge exits with
effluent. Further it shouid be noted that precipi
tation and sludge formation are in reaiity not such
simpie mechanisms as here assumed.
Table 10. Averages or variation ranges of post-precipi
tation piant loading and regulation values corresponding
to results shown in Tabie 9.
Bioiogical section:
Fiow rate
Siudge ioad
(BOD7/MLSS)
Siudge age
Return sludge
Chemicai section:
A12 (S04)3 14 H20
dosage g m3
Fiow rate m3 h—1
Residence in fi.
basins min
1 st stirrer rot.speed r min1
2 nd stirrer rot.speedr min—1
1 st stirrer G value s
2 nd stirrer G value s1
Variation
Average range
2.9 Total removal efficiency in post
precipitation plant
In the biological removal at post-precipitation
piant, the study only included continuous obser
vation of the process operation and the removal re
suit to find out the quality of infiuent sewage into
chemical unit and total removal resuit of the post
precipitation piant. The loading and regulation
values of the bioiogical section were ali the time
kept as constant and as near the design values as
possibie.
The average quality values of sewage that de
scribe the functioning of various parts of the post
precipitation plant are shown in Tabie 9. The re
sults were computed from observations of the ef
fect of fioccuiation conditions on removal resuit
(Chapter 2.4). The observations include results
from ali regulation vaiues. They therefore represent
the operation of the post-precipitation piant when
floccuiation conditions are not optimized. The
main loading and reguiation values of the bioiogicai
and the chemical unit are shown in Table 10.
The average removal resuit achieved at the piant
was good, especiaily considering that the averages
include results at ali ioading and regulation values
Tabie 9. Average quaiity of infiuent, pre-settied, bioiogically treated and effluent wastewater caiculated from obser
vations which inciude resuits at ali loading and regulation vaiues of flocculation.
. Infiuent Pre-settied Bioi.treated Effluent
Parameter Unit
St. de- St. de- St. de- St. de
Average viation Average viation Average viation Average viation
pH 7.2 0.2 7.2 0.5 6.8 0.4 6.5 0.4
Aikalinity mmol i 3.9 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.0 0.6
)‘20 pScm’ 570 56 510 139 605 75
Tot. P mg 11 6.5 1.4 4.9 0.6 0.74 0.40
Soi. P - mg fr 3.6 1.1 0.37 0.31
Tot. N rngi—1
- 31 10 - 32 8
BOD7 mgi—1 140 39 110 26 24 13 6 3
Soi. BOD7 mg 1—1 4 2
KMnO4 value mg i 246 109 196 75 66 21 53 46
SS mgi’ 176 167 16 23 13 30
m3h—1 10
kg kg—1d 0.20
d
m3h—1 10
100
5—15
3.5—5.5
10—40
0—48
0—24
0—155
0—55
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Parameter Unit Infiuent Biol. treated Effluent
Tot. P mg 1—1 6.2 5.0 0.34
Soi. P mg i 3.5 0.15
BOD7 mg i1 125 29 5
SS rng 1—1 175 14 2
of fiocculation, and that the precipitant dose was
fairly Iow. Total BOD7 reduction was 96 % and
phosphorus reduction 89 %. Most of the BOD7
was removed in the biological unit. In the chemical
unit, however, BOD7 stil] clearly decreased. Nearly
ali of the BOD7 removed in the chemical unit was
due to suspended soiids. Phosphorus removal took
place almost totally in the chemicai unit.
Table 11 shows the removal resuit of the post
precipitation plant for the main quality parameters
in optimum flocculation conditions. The averages
were calculated from those observation results for
Table 9 which were obtained at loading and regu
lation values of flocculation found expedient: vei
ocity gradient was 25—84 s1 and fiocculation
basin volume 0.92 m3 or 1.84 m3. Velocity gradient
value 25 s1 was obtained at 1 and 2 rotation speeds
20 and 10 r min1, and value 84 s’ at rotation
speeds 48 and 24 r min1. At flocculator basin
volumes 0.92 and 1.84 m3 residence time was 10—
32 min.
At optimum loading and regulation values both
phosphorus and suspended solids removal results
considerably improved. Average phosphorus re
sidual concentration decreased from 0.74 mg 11 to
0.34 mg 1’ and residual suspended solids from 13
mg 11 to 2 mg 11. Optimization of flocculation
factors did not improve the BOD7 removal resuit
of the post-precipitation plant.
3. STUDIES AT VIHTI POST
PRECIPITATION PLANT
Post-precipitation studies at Vihti parish post-pre
cipitation plant were carried out in 1975 to 1977.
Among other things, the changes in wastewater
colloid zeta potential in post-precipitation were
studied. There also was the aim to find out whether
post-precipitation efficiency can be improved and
totai chemical costs reduced by changing the bio
logical section into a simultaneous-precipitation
one and by decreasing the precipitant amount.
3.1 Description of plant
The Vihti wastewater treatment plant was finished
in the autumn of 1974. It is a conventionai post
precipitation piant consisting of biological and
chemicai units (Fig. 23). The design values of the
piant are:
Quaranteed effluent BOD7 and phosphorus values
are 20 mg h’02 and 0.8 mg h1P.
3.2 Simultaneous precipitation
experiment
In the study, the biological unit of the post-precipi
tation piant was operated in a paraiiei-precipitation
mode, i.e. precipitant (ferrosulphate) was fed in the
biological unit aiso. Precipitant in the chemical
unit was stiil aluminium sulphate.
At first, the simultaneous-precipitation chemicai
was dosed manually by dry freed in the beginning
of the aeration basin a couple of times a day. To
adjust the active sludge, the ferrosulphate feeding
was gradually increased from 8 kg d—1, i.e. about 20
g m3. In the actual test after the adjustment period
Tabie 11. Averages of main quahty parameters for in
fiuent, bioiogicaiiy treated and effluent wastewater caicu
iated from resuits obtained when floccuiation ioading and
regulation values were in ranges found expedient.
Population equivaient
Design fiow rate
Average flow rate
Average BOD7 ioad
3200 units
73 m3 h’
1200 m3 d’
240 kg d—1
Sand and
Sompte Scree- oiL Aerotion Sedimentation SampLe
Chemical mixing FtoccuLotion SompLe
SLudge
remosa
Fig. 23. Fiow diagram of Vihti wastewater treatment
plant.
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3.21 Removal results
The results are shown in Tabie 12 and Figs. 24 to
27.
In the adjustment phase when ferrosulphate feed
ing was gradually increased, it was found out that
the phosphorus removal resuit in the biological
unit considerably improved (Fig. 24). Suspended
soiids and BOD7 results declined. Simultaneous
precipitation had no significant effect on nitrogen
removal.
In the adjustment phase, ammonia concentration
in biologically treated water began to increase and
nitrate concentration to decrease, i.e. nitrification
was inhibited. It is hard to say whether this was
the ferrosulphate was fed in the sand separator in a
10 % solution by a diaphragm pump controlled by
flow rate. During the experiment period, the chemi
cal doses in the simultaneous and post-precipi
tation were varied as follows:
Dates Simuitaneous
precipitation
(ferrosulphate)
g m3
100
100
100
75
9.5. to 14.5.
14.5. to 21.5.
21.5. to 3.6.
3.6. to 16.6.
Post-precipitation
(aluminium
sulphate)
g m3
150
100
50
50
one.
Tabie 12. Operational data and analysis resuit averages from simuitaneous-precipitation experiment at Vihti post-pre
cipitation piant. In experiment 0, normal post-precipitation was applied and in experiments 1 to 4, the biologicai unit
was operated as a simuitaneous-precipitation
Unit Exp. 0 Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4
Dose, ferrosulphate mg 11 0 100 100 100 75
alum. suiphate rng i 150 150 100 50 50
No. of sampies 26 3 3 7 5
Tot. P
influent mg 1—1 6.3 5.8 6.4 8.8 8.7
biol. treated mg 1’ 4.4 0.46 0.50 1.1 1.2
effiuent mg 11 0.92 0.24 0.22 0.76 0.51
reduction 85 96 97 91 94
Soi. P
infiuent mg 11 4.5 3.1 5.9 4.0
biol. treated mg i’ 0.29 0.43 1.0 1.0
effluent mg h1 0.17 0.14 0.39 0.18
reduction 96 95 93 96
Tot. N
influent mg i1 30 28 34 36
bioi. treated mg 11 21 22 25 22
effiuent mg 11 20 20 26 23
reduction 30 29 24 36
BOD7
influent mg11 90 125 114 121 154
bioi. treated mg 1—1 24 5 6 15 46
effluent mgH1 16 2 8 13 26
reduction 82 98 93 89 83
KMnO4
infiuent mg i 152 153 231 210
bioi. treated mg 11 53 41 39 44
effiuent mg 1—1 31 30 37 38
reductjon 80 80 84 82
SS
influent mgi’ 109 113 150 80biol. treated mg 1 12 29 31 8 12
effluent mgi—1 9 20 34 10 11
reduction % 92 82 93 86
74
Ferrosutphote dosoge gm
Aluminium sulpho*e dosoge 150gm3
Fig. 24. Phosphorus concentrations at start of simul
taneous precipitation experiment at Vihti post-pre
cipitation plant (—D influent, Ls—A biologi
cally treated and Q—O effluent).
170120
o 60 1 100
Ferrosulphate dosoge gm
Atuminium sulphote dosoge 150gm3
Fig. 25. BOD7 analyses at start of simultaneous precipi
tation at Vihti post-precipitation plant ( EI—E1 in
fluent, Ls—z biologically treated and Q—Q efflu
ent).
May
100
. 75 50
Ferrosutphate dosage gm3
100 50
Atuminium sutphate dosoge gm
Fig. 26. Phosphorus concentrations in simultaneous pre
cipitation experiment at Vihti post-precipitation plant
(El—FZI influent, zr—i biologically treated and
Q—O effluent).
Fig. 27. Variation of BOD7 in simultaneous precipitation
experiment at Vihti post-precipitation plant ( LJ—U
influent, Lr—L biologically treated and O—O
effluent).
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75
due to a too quick increase in the ferrosulphate dose
or to something else. No great changes took place
in the flow rate or in other process conditions. A
simultaneous decljne in BOD7 removal resuit does
indicate a disturbation in sludge.
In the actual experiment phase, the effluent
phosphorus concentration was in an average 0.22—
0.76 mg 1—1 (Table 12), which is below the guaran
teed value of the plant (0.8 mg 1—’). Phosphorus
concentration in biologically treated water was in
an average 0.46—1.2 mg 11; the guaranteed value
was not always achieved by simultaneous precipi
tation only.
BOD7 in effluent and in biologically treated
water was averagely lower than the guaranteed value
of the piarit 20 mg V’, except 6—16.6 when
smallest chemical amounts were applied in simul
taneous precipitation experiment (ferrosulphate 75
g m3 and aluminium sulphate 50 g m3).
The total efficiencies of the plant during simul
taneous precipitation experiment and in normal
conditions can be compared by means of results
from experiment series 1 to 4 and experiment series
0 (Table 12). According to the results the average
phosphorus concentration in effluent during the
entire simultaneous-precipitation experiment was
lower than in normal conditions.
Correspondingly, the removal percentages were
higher during simultaneous precipitation. The same
can be said about BOD7 except 6—16.6 when the
smallest chemical amounts were applied in the ex
periment. Effluent BOD7 then was higher than
normal.
Nitrogen removal in simultaneous-precipitation
experiment remained on the same low level as
normally, 20—40 %. Effluent suspended solids
concentration was during experiment higher than
normal: during simultaneous precipitation in an
average of 10—34 mg 1 and normally in an aver
age of 9 mg 1.
To sum up the experiment results, the total
BOD7 and phosphorus removal resuit could he im
proved by simultaneous precipitation. When 100
g m3 of ferrosulphate was used in simultaneous
precipitation and 50 g m3 of aluminium sulphate
in post-precipitation, the quaranteed values of the
plant were beaten.
3.22 Chemical costs
Normally, the Vihti plant uses 150 g m3 of alu
minium sulphate. In the simultaneous-precipitation
experiment the guaranteed values were beaten
when 100 g m3 of ferrosulphate was used in the
biological unit and 50 g m3 of aluminium sulphate
in the chemical unit. Price for ferrosulphate
(15.9.1977) without turnover tax. and transport
costs is 50 FIM t’ and for aluminium sulphate 356
FIM t1. If 100 FIM t1 is applied as the final price
for ferrosulphate transported to plant and 450
FIM t1 for alwninium sulphate, and the flow rate
is assumed to he 500 m3 d—1, the following chemical
costs are obtained:
Post-precipitation: aluminium
sulphate 150 g m3
Simultaneous and post
precipitation:
-
ferrosulphate 100 g m3 and
aluminium sulphate 50 g m3
Simultaneous precipitation:
ferrosulphate 100 g m3
p m3 mk a’
Chemical costs are, then, reduced approxi,mately
by half if simultaneous precipitation is applied and
at the same time the amount of post-precipitation
chemical is decreased. However, it should he noted
that the saving (appr. 6000 FIM a1) is only one
small part of the operating costs of the plant,
which e.g. in 1976 were appr. 145 000 FIM.
In this connection, the investment costs of simul
taneous precipitation or its eventual effects on
sludge treatment are not studied. It should also he
noted when comparing the methods that the plant
becomes more complicated if another process is
added. On the other hand, two separate precipi
tation units serve as stand-by for each other in the
event of disturbances.
3.3 Zeta potential measurements
In co-operation with Kemira Oy research centre, a
test was carried out at the Vihti parish wastewater
treatment plant during the post-precipitation re
search to study the ehanges in zeta potential of
wastewater colloids in post-precipitation.
3.31 Definition of zeta potential
Colloid particles of water usually are negatively
charged and therefore adsorb oppositely charged
ions. These ions that bind to form a fixed layer do
not as such de-charge the colloids. The Iayer further
forms an jon cloud around itself which becomes
thinner and ends outward. This creates between
the water and the fixed ion layer a potential differ
ence which is called zeta potential.
6.8 12400
3.3 6000
1.0 1800
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The equal charge of the colloid particles prevents
them from associating and precipitating. When ze
ta potential is neutralized or sufficiently decreased
with appropriate electrolytes, the particles are able
to associate into larger particles and be separated
from water by precipitation (Anttila 1970 and
Suomen Rakennusinsinöörien Liitto 1973).
3.32 Earlier results
Goagulation properties of colloids in various zeta
potential ranges are (Anttila 1970):
maxi.mum coagulation
very good coagulation
mediocre coagulation
coagulation threshold
Zeta potential
mV
The optimum zeta potential as to removal resuit
can, however, fali on a range other than maximum
coagulation. A study (Swope 1977) may be men
tioned as an exmple in which wastewater was pre
cipitated with ferric iron and the optimum zeta p0-
tential as to organic carbon removal was observed
to be — 8 mV.
According to the study (Swope 1977) the average
zeta potential of colloids in biologically treated
wastewater was —23.5...—31.5 mV.
3.33 Tests performed
Zeta potential was defined from sampies taken
from biological unit sedimentation basin and chemi
cal unit flocculation basin. The results are shown
in Table 13.
Besides plant observations, also jar tests were
performed in 1 1 decanters in which rapid mixing
was done with glass rod and flocculation with serial
mixer. Results are shown in Tabies 14 and 15 and
Fig. 28.
Table 13. Change in zeta potential in post-precipitation.
Zeta
Sample withdrawn from potential pH
mV
Biological unit sedimentation basin —21.9 7.2
Chemical unit flocculation basin -
(A1.sulph. dosage 130 g m—3) —16.0 6.7
Chemical unit flocculation basin
(Al.sulph. dosage 160 g m3) — 9.4 6.8
Fig. 28. Dependence of zeta potential and residual phos
phorus on the dosage of aluminium sulphate in post-pre
cipitation (jar test).
Table 14. Dependence of zeta potential and residual phos
phorus on the amount of aluminium sulphate in post-pre
cipitation without pH regulation (jar test).
Zeta potential
After After P04-P
Al.sulphate rapid floccu
dosage pH mixi»g lation
gm—3 mV mV mg 11
7.2 —21.9 4.6
60 6.9 —14.5
80 —13.3 —18.6
100 6.9 —12.9 —14.6 0.9
120 6.8 —12.8 —15.3
140 6.8 —12.0 —11.6 0.5
150 6.7 —10.7 —12.8
160 6.7 — 7.9
180 6.6 — 6.0
200 6.6 — 5.9 -
220 6.6 — 5.0
250 6.5 — 1.1
300 6.4 + 2.0
mg
2 1.0
8
10.5
3 100 150 200 250
Aluminium sutphate dosage
300 gm 3’
+3...0
—1...—4
—11...—20
77
Table 15. Dependence of zeta potential and residual phos
phorus on the amount of aluminium sulphate and pH in
post-precipitation (jar test).
Zeta potential
Al. After After P04-P
sulphate H2S04 rapid floccu
dosage dosage pH mixing lation
g m3 g m3 mV mV mg 1—1
60 150 6.1 —17.6
80 140 6.1 —15.2 1.4
100 120 6.1 —14.6 0.8
120 110 6.1 —13.6 0.4
140 100 6.1 —12.3 0.3
100 210 5.5 —11.7 —13.4 0.9
120 190 5.5 — 8.1 —12.1
140 190 5.5 — 5.2 —10.8 0.2
160 180 5.5 — 4.9 — 9.8 0.1
100 240 5.0 — 5.7 — 5.8 0.6
120 240 5.0 — 4.7 — 3.2 0.3
140 230 4.9 — 2.1 — 2.7 0.1
On the basis of the results it is observed that
zeta potential of biologically treated wastewater in
Vihti plant was —21.9 mV, which is the same order
of magnitude as values given in literature. At chemi
cal dosage 130 g m3 the potential declined to —
16.0 mV (coagulation threshold) and at 160 g m3
to —9.4 mV (mediocre coagulation).
On the basis of the jar tests, mediocre coagu
lation range (—5...—16 mV) was reached with an
aluminium sulphate dosage of over 150 g m3. Zeta
potential was not totally decharged until dosage
250—300 g m3. Less aluminium sulphate was re
quired for potential reduction when pH was de
creased by sulphuric acid. At lower pH, smaller re
sidual phosphorus concentrations were obtained.
4. REMOVAL RESULTS FROM
POST-PRECIPITATION
PLANTS IN OPERATION
Results that describe the operation of post-precipi
tation plants are collected from obiigatory and
other observation results sent to the Board of
Waters in 1975 to 1979. There were then a total of
19 post-precipitation plants in operation in Fin
land. Most of these were finished in 1974 and in
1975, and hence their loading rate was stiil rela
tively low. An average hydraulic loading rate was
55 %. One of the post-precipitation plants was de
signed for a population of 50 000, and the rest were
significantly smaller. Their design population equiv
alents were rather evenly distributed in the range
1200—16000 units.
Most of the plants used as precipitant either alu
minium sulphate only in the post-precipitation
unit or ferrosulphate in the biological unit and lime
in the chemical unit. Since precipitants have been
changed even within one year, it was not possible
to divide the plants according to precipitant in the
study.
Results for each treatment plant are shown in
Table 16. They are calculated from 12—42 obser
vation results. At most of the plants, the obser
vations are based on 24 h composite sampies pro
portional to flow. Average operational results of
post-precipitation plants calculated from average
outcome are shown in Table 17.
The operation of the post-precipitation plants
has been very good. Average BOD7 values of ef
fluent from different plants varied between 4—22
mg 1’ (average 11 mg 1) and BOD7 reductions
between 87—97 % (average 93 %). The average re
sidual phosphorus concentrations were 0.22—1.6
mg 1 (average 0.72 mg 1—’) and phosphorus re
ductions 83—97 % (average 91 %).
For comparison, it may be noted that according
to studies in Sweden covering 1971—1973 (Ulm
gren 1975), the average reductions from 33 post
precipitation plants that applied aluminium sul
phate were: BOD7 93 % (residual BOD7 12 mg
total phosphorus 93 % (residual phosphorus 0.5
mg 11) and suspended solids 93 % (residual ss 15
mg 1’). The loading of the plants varied 50—70 %
from design load.
Table 17. Average operation in 1975... 1979 of Finnish
post-precipitation plants.
Influent Effluent Reduction
wastewater wastewater
(ipg1) (mgF1) (%)
BOD, 181 11 93
Tot.P 8,9 0,72 91
Tot.N 38 23 38
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SUMMARY
This report contains post-precipitation studies per
formed in the Technical Research Office of the
National Board of Waters. The studies were started
at Vihti parish wastewater treatment plant and
continued at Suomenoja research station. Also, a
summary was made on the basis of observations on
the removal efficiency of post-precipitation piants
operating in Finland.
At Suomenoja, the studies were performed in a
minor plant consisting of a conventionai post-pre
cipitation process. Its bioiogicai section was de
signed for a flow rate 10 m3 h—1 and chemical sec
tion for 5 m3 h—1. The Vihti wastewater treatment
piant aiso was a conventional post-precipitation
plant wjth a design flow rate 73 m3 h—1. Aluminium
sulphate was appiied as post-precipitation chemicai
in ali the studies.
At Suomenoja, the effect of floccuiation con
ditions on removal efficiency of post-precipitation
plant chemical unit operation was studied. Also,
the effects of flow rate and precipitant feeding on
chemicai section removal efficiency were studied.
Observations were made on the total removal result
achieved at the post-precipitation piant, the
amount of siudge formed and the effect of nitrifi
cation in biologicai unit on the functioning of
chemicai unit. The Vihti studies concerned among
other things the changes in wastewater colloid zeta
potential in post-precipitation. An attempt was
made to find out whether the efficiency of Post pre
cipitation piant can be improved and totai chemical
costs reduced by modifying the bioiogical unit into
a simuitaneous-precipitation one and by then re
ducing the amount of post-precipitation chemical.
1. The study on flocculation conditions concerned
the effects of residence in a two-sectional fioccu
lation unit and fioccuiation intensity on post
precipitation plant chemicai unit removal ef
ficiency. Variabie regulation parameters were
floccuiation volume and stirrer rotation speeds.
Result analysis was performed with veiocity
gradient G, residence time t and term Gt. Aiso,
the effect of rapid mixing on removal efficiency
was studied.
The effect of flocculation on chemical unit
operation turned out to be quite smali in ali par
ameter regulation ranges studied. The resuits
showed that when the velocity gradient rose
frornzero, the maxi,mum removal efficiency was
soon achieved, after which the resuit deciined.
No distinct dependence was observed between
residence and removai resuit in the residence
range studied. After value 20 000 the reduction
did not change in the Gt value range studied. In
rapid mixing, a separate paddle mixi.ng was not
observed to he significant.
Good removal resuits (chemical unit phos
phorus reduction 90—95 %, residual phos
phorus below 0.5 mg 1’ and residuai suspended
solids beiow 5 mg i) were achieved when G
value was in the first fioccuiation basin 42—60
s1 and in the second 15—21 s’, total residence
time 10—30 min and flocculation basin Gt value
over 20 000. These G and Gt values were
achieved when stirrer rotation speed was in the
first basin 20—28 r min’ and in the second
10—14 r min’. The aluminium sulphate dose
in the tests was 100 g m3.
2. Observations were aiso made on the effect of
fiow rate on chemicai unit removal efficiency. A
distinct dependence was observed between efflu
ent quaiity and settling tank surface loading
rate. When the surface loading rate diminished,
the effiuent phosphorus, BOD7 and suspended
soiids amounts decreased. At the flow rates con
cerned the differences in residuai amounts were,
however, smail and even at the highest surface
ioading rates the average amounts of phos
phorus, BOD7 and suspended solids were lower
than the usual requirements set to post-precipi
tation piants.
3. The effect of aluminium sulphate dosage on re
moval result was studied with dosages 50—75 g
m3, 100 g m3, 130 g m3 and 150—200 g m3.
When the dosage per m3 of wastewater was
raised from 50—75 g to 100 g the phosphorus
removal result cleariy improved. The average
residual concentration (mg l) decreased from
1.4 to 0.7, and the chemical unit phosphorus
reduction correspondingly rose from 69 to
82 %. With larger dosages, the average residual
concentration further decreased, but phos
phorus reduction oniy siightiy improved. Also,
the BOD7 and KMnO4 figure results ciearly
improved with increasing dosages.
4. Nitrification in the bioiogical unit was occasion
aliy observed to disturb the functioning of the
chemical unit. Hydrogen ions are liberated in
the nitrification, which iowers the buffer ca
pacity and pH of water. pH in the chemicai
unit of a post-precipitation piant can then due
to precipitant become too iow (in aiuminium
suiphate precipitation optimum pH is 5.5—
6.5). It was found that if the alkaiinity of waste
water is 3—5 mmol 11 or iess, nitrification and
post-precipitation chemical can decrease it to
zero and pH to beiow four. When pH in post
precipitation unit decreases beiow five, phos
phorus reduction considerabiy decreases and
practicaiiy stops when pH approaches four. pH
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regulation, then, becomes necessary. Influent
alkalinity determines whether the excessive pH
reduction due to nitrification can be hindered
by reducing post-precipitation chemical, or
whether a pH regulator also is necessary.
Chemical cost saving from nitrification depends
on how much the amount of post-precipitation
chemical can be reduced without essentially
lowering the removal resuit and on whether pH
regulator chemicals have to be used.
5. According to results from the plant, sludge re
moval from the chemical section was 39 g
of wastewater, when the chemical dosage was
100 g m3 and influent soluble phosphorus 3.7
mg l and suspended solids 16 mg h1. Sludge
amount was calculated 47 g m3. This is approxi
mately 20 % more than the measured value.
The direction of the resuit is correct, since the
sludge that leaves with effluent wastewater is
not considered in the calculation.
6. The total removal resuit achieved at the minor
plant was in an average good. Effluent total
phosphorus was 0.74, BOD7 6 and suspended
solids 13 mg h1. The respective reductions were
89, 96 and 93 %. The concentrations calculated
with results from the best flocculation regu
lation values for residual phosphorus and sus
pended solids were 0.34 and 2 mg h1. The op
timization of flocculation factors did not im
prove BOD7 removal resuit. The organic matter
was largely removed in the post-precipitation
plant biological unit aiready. Of the rest, the
chemical unit reduced solid organic matter ef
fectively but dissolved matter poorly. Part of
the phosphorus was removed in the post-precipi
tation plant active sludge unit. The main phos
phorus reduction did not take place until in the
chemical unit which efficiently reduced both
the solid and the dissolved phosphorus.
7. Introduction of simultaneous precipitation
enabled an improvement in the B007 and phos
phorus reductions at the post-precipitation
plant, and the normal removal resuit was
achieved with a post-precipitant amount smaller
than before. The guaranteed values for BOD7
(20 mg 11) and phosphorus (0.8 mg 1—’) were
beaten when 100 g m3 or ferrosulphate was
used in the biological unit and 50 g m3 of alu
minium sulphate in the chemical unit. the total
chemical costs were then 3.3 p m3, whereas
they were in a conventional post-precipitation
plant at 150 g m3 aluminium sulphate dosage
6.8 p m3.
8. The measurements showed that wastewater col
loid zeta potential after biological treatment
was —21.9 mV. The chemical treatment de
creased the potential to values —16.0 and —9.4
mV, with respective chemical dosages 130 and
160 g m3. On the basis of jar tests, the zeta
potential was totally neutralized at an alu
minium sulphate dosage of 250—300 g m3.
9. According to the obiigatory and other obser
vation results collected in 1975—1979 by the
National Board of Waters, post-precipitation
plants almost invariably have functioned very
well. The average effluent BOD7 values were
4—22 mg 11 (average 11 mg h’), and phos
phorus concentrations 0.22—1.6 mg h (average
0.72 mg 1—’).
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LOPPUTIIVISTELMÄ
Sakari Välimaa
Matti Pietarila
Tähän raporttiin on koottu vesihallituksen teknil
lisessä tutkimustoimistossa tehtyjä jälkisaostustut
kimuksia. Tutkimukset aloitettiin Vihdin kirkon
kylän jätevedenpuhdistamolla ja niitä jatkettiin
Suomenoj an tutkimusasemalla. Lisäksi tehtiin
tarkkailutulosten perusteella yhteenveto jälkisaos
tuslaitosten puhdistustehosta. -
Suomenojalla tutkimukset suoritettiin tavan
omaisen jälkisaostusprosessin muodostavalla pie
noispuhdistamolla, jonka biologinen osa oli mitoi
tettu virtaamalle 10 m3 h1 ja kemiallinen osa vir
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taamalle 5 m3h1. Myös Vihdin jätevedenpuhdis
tamo oli tavanomainen jälkisaostuslaitos. Sen mi
toitusvirtaama oli 73 m3 h’. Kaikissa tutkimuksis
sa jälkisaostuskemikaalina käytettiin alumiinisul
faattia.
Suomenojalla tutkittiin flokkausolosuhteiden
vaikutusta jälkisaostuslaitoksen kemiallisen yksi
kön puhdistustehoon. Tämän ohella selvitettiin
virtaaman sekä saostuskemikaalin syöttömäärän
vaikutusta kemiallisen yksikön puhdistustehoon.
Lisäksi tehtiin havaintoja koko jälkisaostuslaitok
sella saavutetusta puhdistustuloksesta, kemiallises
sa yksikössä syntyvän lietteen määrästä ja biologi
sessa yksikössä tapahtuvan nitrifikaation vaikutuk
sesta kemiallisen yksikön toimintaan. Vihdissä tut
kittiin mm. jäteveden kolloidien zeta-potentiaalin
muuttumista jälkisaostuksessa sekä pyrittiin selvit
tämään, voidaanko jälkisaostuslaitoksen tehoa pa
rantaa ja kokonaiskemikaalikustannuksia pienentää
muuttamalla biologinen yksikkö simultaanisaostei
seksi ja vähentämällä tämän jälkeen jälkisaostuske
mikaalin määrää.
1. Flokkausolosuhteita koskevassa tutkimuksessa
selvitettiin kaksiosaisen hämmennysyksikön vii
pymän ja hämmennyksen voimakkuuden vaiku
tusta jälkisaostuslaitoksen kemiallisen yksikön
puhdistustehoon. Muunneltavina säätöparamet
reinä käytettiin hämmennystilavuutta sekä
hämmentimien kierrosnopeuksia. Tulosten tar
kastelu suoritettiin nopeusgradientin G, viipy
män t ja Gt-termin avulla. Lisäksi kokeiltiin pi
kasekoituksen vaikutusta puhdistustehoon.
Hämmennyksen vaikutus jälkisaostuslaitok
sen kemiallisen yksikön toimintaan osoittautui
tutkituilla parametrien säätöalueilla varsin vä
häiseksi. Tulokset osoittivat, että kun nopeus
gradientti kasvoi nollasta, saavutettiin nopeasti
maksimipuhdistusteho, jonka jälkeen tulos
huononi. Viipymällä ja puhdistustuloksella ei
voitu havaita tutkitulla viipymäalueella olevan
selvää keskinäistä riippuvuutta. Gt-termin kas
vaessa nollasta fosforireduktio kohosi selvästi.
Arvon 20 000 jälkeen reduktio ei sensijaan
muuttunut tutkimuksessa käytetyllä Gt-arvo
alueella. Pikasekoituksessa erillisellä potkurise
koituksella ei todettu olevan merkitystä.
Hyvät puhdistustulokset (kemiallisen yksi
kön fosforireduktio 90—95 95, jäännösfosfori
alle 0,5 mg l— ja jäännöskiintoaine alle 5 mg V1)
saavutettiin, kun G-arvo oli ensimmäisessä
hämmennysaltaassa 42—60 s’ ja toisessa al
taassa 15—21 1, kokonaisviipymä 10—30 min
sekä hämmennysaltaan Gt-arvo yli 20 000. Nä
mä G- ja Gt-arvot saavutettiin, kun hämmen
timen pyörimisnopeus oli 1. altaassa 20—28 r
min1 ja 2. altaassa 10—14 r min1. Kokeissa
käytetty alumiinisulfaatin annostelumäärä oli
100 g m3.
2. Tutkimuksessa tehtiin myös havaintoja virtaa-
man vaikutuksesta kemiallisen yksikön puhdis
tustehoon. Lähtevän jäteveden laadun ja sel
keyttimen pintakuorman välillä voitiin havaita
selvä riippuvuus. Kun pintakuorma aleni laski
vat lähtevän jäteveden fosfori-, BOD7- ja kun
toainemäärät. Ko. virtaamilla erot jäännösmää
rissä olivat kuitenkin pieniä ja suurimmillakin
pintakuormilla keskimääräiset fosfori-, BOD7-ja
kiintoainemäärät alittivat jälkisaostuslaitoksille
asetetut tavanomaiset vaatimukset.
3. Alumiinisulfaatin annostelumäärän vaikutusta
puhdistustulokseen selvitettiin käyttäen annos
telumääriä 50—70 g m3, 100 g m3, 130 g
ja 150—200 g m3. Kun annostelumäärä jätevesi
kuutiota kohti nostettiin 50—75 g:sta 100 g:aan
parani puhdistustulos fosforin suhteen selvästi.
Keskimääräinen jäännöspitoisuus (mg h’) laski
tällöin 1,4:stä 0,7:ään ja kemiallisen yksikön fos
forireduktio nousi vastaavasti 69:stä 82:een pro
senttiin. Kokeiltaessa suurempia annostelumää
riä keskimääräinen jäännöspitoisuus laski edel
leen, mutta fosforireduktio parani vain vähän.
Myös BOD7:n ja KMnO4-luvun osalta tulokset
paranivat selvästi annostelumäärän kasvaessa.
4. Tutkimuksessa todettiin biologisen yksikön ni
trifikaation ajoittain häiritsevän kemiallisen yk
sikön toimintaa. Biologisessa yksikössä tapah
tuvassa nitrifikaatiossa vapautuu vetyionej a, jo
ten veden puskurikapasiteetti ja pH laskevat.
Tämän johdosta jälkisaostuslaitoksen kemialli
sen yksikön pH saattaa saostuskemikaalin vai
kutuksesta laskea liian matalaksi (alumiinisul
faattisaostuksessa optimi pH on 5,5—6,5).
Tutkimuksessa todettiin, että jos jäteveden al
kaliteetti on alueella 3—5 mmol 1’ tai vähem
män, niin nitrifikaation ja jälkisaostuskemikaa
lin vaikutuksesta se saattaa laskea nollaan ja pH
alle neljän. Kun pH laskee jälkisaostusyksikössä
alle viiden, niin fosforinpoisto huononee huo
mattavasti ja loppuu käytännöllisesti katsoen
kokonaan pH:n lähetessä neljää. Tällöin pH:n
säätö tulee välttämättömäksi.Tulevan veden al
kaliteetista riippuu, voidaanko nitrifikaatiosta
johtuva liiallinen pH:n lasku estää vähentämällä
jälkisaostuskemikaalia, vai joudutaanko lisäksi
käyttämään pH:n säätökemikaalia. Nitrifikaati
osta aiheutuva kemikaalikustannusten säästö
riippuu siitä, paljonko jälkisaostuskemikaalien
määrää voidaan vähentää puhdistustuloksen
olennaisesti huononematta ja siitä, joudutaanko
käyttämään pH:n säätökemikaaleja.
5. Puhdistamokokeissa saatujen tulosten mukaan
kemiallisesta osasta poistetun lietteen määrä oli
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39 g/jätevesi-m,kun kemikaaliannostelu oli 100
g m3 sekä tulevan veden liukoinen fosfori 3,7
mg l— ja kiintoaine 16 mg 1’. Laskemalla saa
tiin lietemääräksi 47 g m3. Tämä on noin 20 %
suurempi kuin mitattu arvo. Tulos on oikean
suuntainen, koska laskukaavassa ei oteta huo
mioon lähtevän jäteveden mukana poistuvaa lie
tettä.
6. Tutkimuksissa käytetyllä pienoispuhdistamolla
saavutettu kokonaispuhdistustulos oli keski
määrin hyvä. Lähtevän jäteveden kokonaisfos
fori oli 0,47, BOD7 6 ja kiintoaine 13 mg
Vastaavat reduktiot olivat 89, 96 ja 93 %. Par
haimmilla hämmennyksen säätöarvoilla saaduis
ta tuloksista lasketut jäännösfosforin ja -kunto-
aineen pitoisuudet olivat 0,34 ja 2 mg 1.
BOD7:n osalta hämmennystekijöiden optimoin
ti ei parantanut puhdistustulosta. Orgaaninen
aine poistui suureksi osaksi jo jälkisaostuslai
toksen biologisessa yksikössä. Jäljelle jääneestä
määrästä kemiallinen yksikkö vähensi tehok
kaasti kiinteää orgaanista ainetta, mutta huo
nosti liuennutta. Osa fosforia poistui jälkisaos
tuslaitoksen aktiivilieteyksikössä. Pääasiallinen
fosforinpoisto tapahtui kuitenkin vasta kemial
lisessa yksikössä, joka vähensi tehokkaasti sekä
kiintoaineessa olevaa että liuennutta fosforia.
7. Simultaanisaostuksen käyttöönotolla voitiin te
hostaa jälkisaostuslaitoksen puhdistustehoa
BOD7:n ja fosforin suhteen, joten normaali
puhdistustulos saavutettiin aikaisempaa pie
nemmällä jälkisaostuskemikaalin määrällä. Lai
toksen takuuarvot BOD7:n (20 mg l—) ja fosfo
rin (0,8 mg 11) suhteen alitettiin, kun biologi
sessa yksikössä käytettiin ferrosulfaattia 100
g m3 ja kemiallisessa yksikössä alumiinisulfaat
tia 50 g m3. Kokonaiskemikaalikustannukset
olivat tällöin 3,3 p m3, kun taas tavallisessa jäI
kisaostuslaitoksessa alumiinisulfaattiannostuksel
la 150 g m3 kemikaalikustannukset olivat 6,8
p m3.
8. Suoritetuissa mittauksissa todettiin, että jäte
veden kolloidien zeta-potentiaali oli biologisen
puhdistuksen jälkeen —21,9 mV. Kemiallisessa
käsittelyssä potentiaali laski arvoihin —16,0 ja
—9,4 mV, kun vastaavat kemikaaliannostukset
olivat 130 ja 160 g m3. Astiakokeiden perus
teella zeta-potentiaali neutraloitui täydellisesti
alumiinisulfaatin annostuksella 250—300 g m3.
9. Vesihallitukseen kerättyjen vuosien 1975—79
velvoite- ym. tarkkailutulosten mukaan jälkisa
ostuslaitokset olivat toimineet lähes poikkeuk
setta varsin hyvin. Lähtevän jäteveden keski
määräiset BOD7-arvot olivat 4—22 mg 1’
(keskiarvo 11 mg l—) ja fosforipitoisuudet
0,22—1,6 mg 1’ (keskiarvo 0,72 mg 1’).
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